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ABOUT OUR FIRM 
We are dedicated to providing investment 
management and strategic wealth planning to 
Indian tribes and high net worth individuals. 
Simply put, we strive to be our client’s trusted 
advisor. As a financial advisory firm, our 
primary focus is to provide unbiased opinions 
that are designed to achieve long term invest-
ment results.

FSA Investment Group does this with the high-
est levels of trust, integrity and respect while 
always collaborating using a team approach. 
We are dedicated to professionally supporting, 
educating, and providing informed direction to 
each and every client. 
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Can’t Stop
After reviewing the economic and market environment, FSA and High-
land offer the following comments on the current landscape:

Economic Update: Nowhere Near Almost Done
The (not so) great debate over whether or not the U.S. economy is in 
recession rages on. No matter what media platform you choose to engage, 
it’s hard to avoid what has seemingly turned into a nonstop shouting 
match. Indeed, our normally sedate knitting group nearly came to blows 
over this after the release of the July employment report. Though, if we’re 
being honest, it was probably wrong for a certain member of the “no, it 
isn’t” camp to throw a copy of the July employment report at a member 
of the “yes, it is” camp as a means of proving their point. In any event, 
we see that debate as being totally irrelevant and would prefer to put 
that tossing of the employment report incident behind us and let the data 
settle it. Anyone wanting to insist that the economy is in recession is free 
to do so, even if there is nothing in the economic data to support that 
contention. At the same time, however, just because the economy isn’t 
there yet doesn’t mean it won’t be later this year or in 2023.

Those insisting the economy is in recession base their contention on 
real GDP having contracted in each of the first two quarters of 2022. 
The initial estimate from the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) shows 
real GDP contracted at an annual rate of 0.9% in Q2. That contraction, 
however, is more than fully accounted for by a smaller build in non-farm 
business inventories in Q2 than was the case in Q1, which deducted two 
percentage points off the quarterly change in real GDP. Hardly the stuff of 
which recessions are made.

July job growth blew expectations out of the water, with non-farm 
payrolls rising by 528,000 jobs, more than double the consensus forecast, 
while prior estimates of job growth in May and June were revised higher. 
Between these upward revisions and July’s gains, the level of non-farm 
employment has finally surpassed its pre-pandemic peak.  

The unemployment rate fell to 3.5% in July, though this in part reflected 
a decline in labor force participation. The July employment report also 
showed a larger than expected increase in average hourly earnings, 
which was in line with the Q2 data on the Employment Cost Index (ECI), 
a measure of total labor compensation costs (wages and benefits) that 
many, including the FOMC, see as the most reliable gauge of trends in 
labor costs. The Q2 ECI data show private sector wage costs rose 5.7% 
year-on-year, the largest such increase in the life of the current 
series, while benefit costs posted their largest year-on-year increase 
since 2005.

As of June, the latest available data, there were 10.698 million open jobs 
across the U.S. economy. While this marks the third straight monthly 
decline, the number of job vacancies nonetheless remains over 50% 
higher than pre-pandemic levels. 
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Moreover, more than two-thirds of June’s decline was accounted for by construction and retail trade, 
areas of the economy that have clearly slowed over the past several weeks. At the same time, the rate at 
which firms are hiring workers and the rate at which workers are voluntarily quitting jobs remain far 
above their pre-pandemic norms. All of this affirms a point we’ve been making for some time now, which 
is that labor supply remains no match for labor demand and, as such, there is little reason to expect 
meaningful easing of wage pressures until the labor market is brought into better balance.

The Institute for Supply Management’s (ISM) July surveys of the manufacturing and services sectors 
show continued expansion in the two broad sectors, with the services sector survey coming in much 
stronger than had been anticipated, including an acceleration in the growth of new orders. Two elements 
of the July ISM survey worth noting are signs of relief from supply chain constraints and signs that non-
labor input price pressures are easing. To be sure, supply chains are far from operating freely and 
normally, but signs of progress in that direction are most welcome. And, while input prices are still rising, 
they are doing so at a slower pace, which is consistent with recent declines in energy and commodity 
prices. While falling retail gasoline prices will take some of the steam out of the month-to-month changes 
in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and the PCE Deflator, they will bring little relief in terms of the over-
the-year changes. For instance, after having risen by 1.3% in June, CPI was unchanged in July, but 
nonetheless left the over-the-year change at 8.5%. Moreover, the July data showed core CPI inflation 
accelerating from June’s pace, and we expect that acceleration to persist into the fall.

Where does this leave the FOMC in their quest to “do a job on demand” as a means of reining in inflation? 
If anything, the FOMC’s task now seems even more daunting than it did when the committee 
embarked on its course of rate hikes in March of this year. Thus far, the labor market seems not to have 
even noticed the FOMC’s attempts to push down labor demand as a means of alleviating wage 
pressures. At the same time, the inflation data have yet to bring anything close to the “clear and 
convincing” evidence of slowing inflation that the FOMC has stated they need to see before thinking of 
backing off the current course of Fed funds rate hikes.

Even before the release of the July employment report, San Francisco Fed President Mary Daly noted 
that the FOMC’s work was “nowhere near almost done,” and it could be that still-strong labor market 
data emboldens the FOMC to be more aggressive than it would’ve been otherwise. After having, 
somewhat curiously we might add, come to the conclusion that the FOMC had, at its July meeting, 
undertaken a “dovish pivot,” market participants have abandoned this interpretation, and market 
pricing implies a better than even chance of another 75-basis point Fed funds rate hike at the 
September FOMC meeting. Whether, or to what extent, the FOMC moves at a slower pace after 
September will depend on the incoming economic data. In short, the higher and more persistent inflation 
proves to be, the further the FOMC will go, and the further the FOMC goes, the greater the probability 
that they push the economy into recession. As such, it could be that those insisting that the U.S. economy 
is in recession weren’t wrong but instead were just early.  

Sources: Regions Economic Division; Federal Reserve Board; Bureau of Economic Analysis; Bureau of Labor Statistics; Institute for Supply Management

Investment Strategy Update
The Highland Diffusion Index continues to signal a Risk Neutral stance. Weakness is most 
pronounced in the market-based indicators, especially momentum measures and credit spreads.

However, we are starting to see further deterioration in our economic and monetary policy indicators 
as average weekly hours worked dropped in June and the Federal Reserve continues to adopt a more 
restrictive strategy.
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Private Equity Update
Private equity markets have held up well in the first half of the year despite significant declines in the 
public markets, but challenges remain. The average time to close for most large buyout transactions is 
over a year, which means most deals closing today are based on prices agreed to near peak public market 
prices. PitchBook, a leading private equity market database, reports venture capital valuations up across 
the seed/angel stage (+33%), early stage (+19%), and late stage (+10%) in the first half of the year. Buyout 
multiples did contract but notably less than public markets. In the U.S., the average middle market deal 
value reported at 11.6x, down from 12.3x a year ago. European valuations fell from a multiple of 14.1x a 
year ago to 11.3x in the second quarter. Growth equity often combines some late-stage venture (minority) 
transactions and club deal majority (buyout) transactions, but with a focus on companies with faster 
growth. These investments often share more similarities with buyout than venture, as they involve more 
established companies. 

However, deal volume is slowing, and risk of recession is increasing. In the fourth quarter of 2021, just 
under 7,000 private investments worth over $900 billion were recorded in North America. During this past 
quarter, deal volumes and aggregate deal values fell (approximately 4,600 deals valued at $550 billion) to 
levels only slightly better than experienced during the COVID lockdowns of 2020. A similar trend has been 
seen in European markets, and exits have also slowed materially. 

In this environment, growth is vital. Cost of financing for most large buyout transactions has risen from 
slightly above 6% to more than 8%. If return on assets (without assumed growth) is 5.5% to 7.7%, then 
an 8% cost of financing is dilutive to your ROE. From 2012 to 2021, S&P earnings grew by 8.5% per year. 
If current investments can achieve the same EBITDA growth over the next decade, gross returns with 
these entry points should be low double digits to mid-teens. We are starting to see some managers taking 
markdowns where growth is challenged, and we expect to see dispersion in returns for the remainder of 
the year. 

Many investors point to the early 2000s as a comparison for today. Venture investments were challenged 
following that period, with median and top quartile IRRs for vintages between 2001 and 2005 of 2.4% 
and 5.6%, respectively. On the other hand, buyout and growth strategies for the same vintages produced 
median and top quartile IRRs of 13.1% and 23.1%, respectively.
Concentrating commitments in buyout and growth equity in this environment may prove beneficial as it 
did during the 2000s. Furthermore, with current multiple and interest rate dynamics, a focus on middle 
and lower middle markets as well as global or international strategies may be most fruitful. This certainly 
does not mean that investors should avoid venture investments. When capital becomes scarce, focusing 
on obtaining capacity with high-quality VCs could help investors obtain eye-popping returns when the 
next venture bull market returns. While the best exits in venture capital in the past two decades came in 
the past three years, most of these investments were made in the mid-to-late 2000s and the early part of 
the last decade.

Employment remains a bright spot. Our forecast sees the unemployment (UE) rate rising only modestly 
from 3.5% to 3.7% in 2023. The danger is that the UE rate increases significantly in the coming year. 
This is because rising UE tends to feed on itself. Households react to a weaker job market by paring back 
spending. Businesses react by cutting investment. The U.S. has never averted a recession when the 
unemployment rate has risen by more than one-third of a percentage point over the preceding three 
months. 
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Highland Associates Cross Asset Views

I M P O R TA N T  D I S C L O S U R E S :  Highland Associates, Inc. (“Highland”) and FSA Investment Group, LLC (“FSA-IG”) have entered into an agreement whereby Highland will support FSA-IG in the areas of 
asset allocation, capital market research and manager research.  Highland and FSA-IG will collaborate in the construction of model portfolios for FSA-IG’s clients.  FSA-IG is solely responsible for the consulting services and 
discretionary management of their client portfolios as set forth in the Investment Advisory Agreement by and between FSA Investment Group, LLC and Highland Associates, Inc.

The information contained herein is provided as of the date first set forth and are the views and opinions of Highland Associates, Inc.  While Highland has tried to provide accurate and timely information, there may 
be inadvertent technical or factual inaccuracies or typographical errors.  Highland assumes no duty to update any such information for subsequent changes of any kind.  This information is confidential and may not be 
disseminated without prior written consent from Highland Associates, Inc.

Receipt of this report is intended for FSA Investment Group’s investors and/or their representatives; it is for informational purposes only, and should not be construed as investment advice or a recommendation by FSA 
Investment Group, LLC or Highland Associates, Inc. to purchase or sell any securities or any other financial instrument.  Investing involves a high degree of risk, and all investors should carefully consider their investment 
objective and the suitability of any investment program.  Forward looking statements are based upon assumptions which may differ materially from actual events.  This information should not be relied upon in making an 
investment decision.  

This portfolio commentary is provided for informational purposes only and may contain forward-looking statements that may not come to pass. All information is subject to change without notice and should not be relied 
upon for any investment decision. This writing is provided for the sole use of its intended recipient and may not be distributed to any unauthorized third parties without the prior written approval of FSA Investment Group. 
Investing involves the risk of loss, including the potential loss of principal, and past performance may not be indicative of future results. There can be no assurance that any investment strategy will provide profitable or that 
any asset class will achieve the return expectations set forth above. Please contact FSA Investment Group if you have questions about this commentary and refer to the account statements generated by your custodian for 
official account data.   

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.


